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New Lit Salon Press Launches First in Series of E-thologies
NLSP Resurrects Literary Spirit of Yesteryear
New Lit Salon Press is pleased to announce its inaugural release I Voted for
Biddy Schumacher: Mismatched Tales from the Mind of Brian Centrone by upand-coming author, Brian Centrone. This e-thology, the first of several to be
released by New Lit Salon Press, features two of Centrone’s previously
published short stories, “Exit” and “A Shade of Gray,” and debuts the popular
“The Life and Times of Biddy Schumacher: A Fantastical Story.” Also, included in
this “e-dition” is fresh artwork by luke kurtis, contemporary photographer and
artist.
Like the Literary and Art Salons of old, New Lit Salon Press is founded on the
principle that Words and Art can and should coexist. NLSP is committed to
publishing essays, stories, poems, novels, and art from undiscovered writers and
promising artists who struggle to thrive in a marketplace that fails to recognize
their talent.
“New Lit Salon Press combines literary excellence with inspiring and original
artwork,” says Jordan Scoggins, NLSP Artistic Director. “We’re thrilled to offer
exciting new luminaries the chance to shine.”
Although NLSP believes that great works of literature can be found in many
genres, the publisher is particularly interested in LGBT, Sci-Fi, Feminist, MultiCultural, Experimental, Avant-Garde and the Absurd. To meet the demands of
the changing world of publishing, NLSP’s releases are in e-book format. Special
print editions of selected works are planned for future publication. An open call
for submissions begins in February 2013.
Subsequent e-thologies in Literary Sci-Fi and LGBT Fiction are slated for a 2013
release. Each NLSP e-thology will be guest-edited by a new or emerging writer
and will feature artwork by innovative artists and photographers.
For additional information on New Lit Salon Press, visit
www.newlitsalonpress.com.
New Lit Salon Press is an independent publisher that subscribes to the belief that
Words and Art can and should coexist. NLSP injects new life into an old-world
ideal by publishing essays, stories, poems, novels and art in digital format.
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